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CONVENTIONAL AVERSIONS VERSUS FUNDA
MENTAL ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

By EDGAR D. RANDOLPH,

State Teachers College, Greeley, Colorado

I
OLLA PODRIDA

" No leuel'd malice infects one comma"

It is possible that, first and last, too much has been written
about the" Bad English" of students. Undoubtedly a very
great deal of it makes thin reading, and is the worse for
sounding petulant. The concern manifested relates funda
mentally to conditions rather than to the causes of them; and
the dominant querulous note suggests overwrought nerves,
inadequacy, bewilderment, et sequitur, rather than analysis and
adjustments under way. It certainly has been given too much
scope. Distress of any sort made a staple theme rapidly be
comes profane. There is probably also some basis for the
charge that much of our striving looks toward establishing
our taste in sweetmeats as the norm, the proper goal for our
students. Indications are not wanting of an ideal which,
if it could be imposed on students, would" produce singularity
or perpetuate idiosyncrasy." This too, is a lode that soon
peters out, as caste ideas will in a democracy. Less working
of it would surely not have meant any loss of essential capital
to the cause of "Good English." Finally, to round up a
somewhat hazardous comment, one suspects that too much
of the effort of the complainants may have been directed
to conventional ends that are relatively unimportant, in the
lower schools at least; that represent largely only a school, or
even only a department, standard. Of this more will need
to be said later. On the whole (there are notable exceptions
of course) the reading of a hundred or so of magazine articles
pertinent to the topic in question suggests that the field really
possesses greater variety than the articles admit. One does
not feel set ahead in proportion to the effort put forth.

Probably the magazine articles may fairly be supposed to
indicate in a general way the problems felt by the teachers of
English. Courses of study might be presumed to indicate
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ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH 319

somewhat clearly the current practice. It would be well if
one could look to them also for some statement of their under
lying philosophy, their principles, even though these were only
an expression of their sense of "oughtness." It is doubtful,
however, whether they can confidently be relied upon to do
even the first,-though there are no good reasons why they
should not. Very few indeed make any serious effort to do
the 'second. They appear to have been somehow conventional
ized-so that too often they are as useless for specific quests
as are the Annual Reports of State Superintendents of Edu
cation or of charitable agencies in New York City.

Nevertheless, certain useful information which they do
not plan to give, can be had from an examination of them.
Among other things, they are very closely alike from coast to
coast, in city and country, in homogeneous and in mixed popu
lations. Their list of "errors" is almost stereotyped, and
in the main the separate items thereof are apparently regarded
as of about equal importance. They do not do justice to
the considerable variety of English, both good and, bad. In
general, they unhesitatingly assume their possession of all
necessary data; that their main problem is one of drill for
,the correction of a standard series of errors. Usually they
do not give evidence of having considered the implications of
the errors in question; nor do they frequently offer any sug
gestions on method. Instead, they as a rule merely assure
the reader cheerfully of certain laudable performances: for
instance, ((Children are helped) as needs arise, in idioms and
the forms of oral composition," ((Much attention is given to
oral composition in this (the second) grade/} (( Most spoken
errors are corrected at once in a manner to avoid distraction!
from the thought:JJ-so speaks one of the best elementary
school courses.

It is of course possible that a very great many elementary
school teachers know at once when "needs arise," and are so
facile in the " forms of oral composition" that they can give
potent help readily. The distinction between" oral composi
tion " and extempore speech in class may not be worth making
in the second grade. It would certainly, however, be useful
to know how to correct " all spoken errors at once in a manner
to avoid distraction from the thought." In fact many of the
assurances given in courses of study have to do with matters
of such difficulty as to divide the reader between wonder at
the corps of teachers who can do such work, and skepticism
about the sincerity of the course. We should amiably admit
that a course of study ought to be better than the daily prac
tice of the school for which it is made (assuming for the
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320 ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

moment that courses are made for particular schools); but
we do not thereby relinquish our conviction that it should
make no pretenses. Its phrasing should enable one to separate
its working plant (so to speak) from its contemplated ex
tensions.

On the whole, we may summarize, courses of study in Eng
lish provide a somewhat comprehensive marshalling of the
standard theoretic and practical formulae of textbooks on
composition and rhetoric. They suggest rather a careful
survey of other printed asseverations about English and its
ways than a thoughtful evaluation of the matter involved for
a certain limited number of school years, a certain selection
of pupils, and the like. Almost any course of study, we
venture to generalize, if carefully examined in connection with
inspection of class work, will focus attention upon several
interesting matters: for example, the perfunctoriness of its
a priori analysis of the field of probable error; the conven
tionality of the underlying conception of the function of a
course of study; the discrepancy between promise and ful
fillment; and the like.

The problems of "corrective" English are no doubt in part
general-that is, not local; and it is accordingly to a certain
extent feasible to block in the field of probable or possible
errors, though even the most careful a priori analysis is cer
tain to be notably incomplete. What is not feasible is to give
in this way a [unctional distribution of emphasis. The very
best of such efforts will inevitably exhibit defects due to pre
conceptions about the scope and kind of errors and about
the proper emphases,-is certain in this or that place to be
relatively inapplicable. The difference between good English
and standard English (clear colloquial versus literary) is more
than likely to get ignored in such procedure. The latter
usually dominates corrective work. Wherever this happens
the labor of the teacher will justly seem to the student to be
merely hobby-riding. It will lack reality and will therefore
signally fail. As examples of such unreality, consider the
very common insistence that the pupils shall always respond
to questions with complete statements; that slang is always
to be repressed; that errors are always to be corrected at the
time when they occur; that incoherent speech is to be checked
in mid-course or earlier; and so on. These are all more or
less obstructive precepts such as can be safely given out only
under the most heavenly conditions. No one who thinks twice
about the matter wishes class· work to be wholly artificial.
What is the practice of educated people? is a pertinent ques
tion to ask of those who would or do set up such standards.
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ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH 321

It is surely not anything like the standard of those who make
such demands as these of pupils. Very often, to cap the
question laconically is much better than to frame a complete
statement. Always to respond to questions with full-fledged
statements is to do what nobody alive does under normal cir
cumstances. On occasion slang is the properest possible mode
of expression. If errors were all corrected as they occur
many a capable student would find all avenues of growth
except one relatively unimportant one inexorably closed. And
finally; incoherent statements are sometimes the only sort that
can be had or made. Knowledge comes bit by bit, not all at
once. Much of it is born in the struggle to do something
with incompletely co-ordinated brain and vocal organs. In a
stimulating class young people must frequently be incoherent.
They cannot anticipate all the ramifications of ideas. Every
good class will offer opportunity for active struggle and the
various stumbling explorations of incompletely equipped dis
coverers. Even incoherence of the degree describable as both
visible and audible may be an expression of a hopeful state
of mind, doubt and struggle signifying reconstruction in pro
cess. In a class devoted to rote work there of course need
be none of it. In a class which is thinking there will always
be some of it. It is important to receive it as a sort of advance
agent of the orderly discourse of the expert speaker.

In a word, so far as we can determine from a generous (but
perhaps not wholly representative) sampling of magazine
articles and courses of study, "English" in all its aspects
appears to have resisted the modern pragmatic tendency in
Education about as successfully as have the other school
studies. At every stage of school work the beginnings of
necessary reconstructions have been made. For the orienta
tion of college and senior high school teachers a number of
outstanding articles exist,-notably those by Baldwin, Aydel
lotte, Steeves, Baker, et. al. (See, for examples, the Cyclo
pedia of Education: articles on Composition and Rhetoric,'
The Educational Review, 1911, English as Training in
Thought; 1914, The College Teaching of Rhetoric; and so
on). In this higher field fresh analysis of the problems and
a clearer eye for prospective methods have recently while
exhibiting pretty fully the inherent difficulties of the work
at the same time opened up vistas to the teacher.

In contrast to this situation, the lower reaches of school
work are much less well provided for. The few analyses rele
vant here have not been brought together; for various reasons
the problems in this field have not been stated with like ap
proximate completeness. A certain trend is nevertheless dis-
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322 ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

cernible in the work that has been done. Slowly supplanting
formal grammar, "corrective" or "technical" English, in
tended to compel a functional selection of subject-matter, has
become somewhat common in elementary school programs
often, however, in situations in which the teachers are not
equipped to make the underlying philosophy fruitful. The
early manuals of the San Francisco Normal School (see Miss
McFadden's Bulletin on Corrective English, for example)
spent their force upon method, in which they were dogmat
ically innovative. They apparently accepted the traditional
list of " common errors:" those of the class in which rightness
is a matter of usage or custom or convention. At the same
time, in their preliminary expositions they illustrated the range
of unconventional but (as we think) more important errors:
those of the class in which rightness is a matter of logic or
meaning. The brief Inventory of Language Errors by Super
intendent Charles S. Meeks of Boise, Idaho (N. E. A., 1910:
435) was an important advance, the first direct attack (so far
as we can find) upon the local problem, but one apparently
little known. The recent investigation by Charters and Miller
of the errors of Kansas City, Missouri, school children (Uni
versity of Missouri Bulletin, Vol. 16, No.2) is suggestive
and therefore useful; but its results are of course not to be
regarded as indicating a typical condition. The absence, from
their tables, of certain of the unconventionalized errors above
hinted at (errors which seem to belong to childhood in much
the same way as its mode of learning to walk) raises a ques
tion about the thoroughness of the survey. Beyond these few
published studies there is little suggestive material for the
stimulation and guidance of the elementary-school teacher of
English. There are no analyses of the problems of the lower
schools that can be regarded as approximately as satisfactory
as those mentioned above for the college and upper high
school field. Standards more representative of social prac
tice, such as a determined consideration of modern analyses
of educational values should be expected to give, are needed
together with (for course makers) much greater unwilling
ness to reiterate blanket phrases.

II
Errors Found in the Speyer School

Up to this point the persistent criticism of existing condi
tions may have seemed to imply a forthcoming construct to
meet the situation discovered. We ought now to make clear
that its intention was only to indicate in part why such a
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ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH 323

construct has not yet appeared. What we shall do is to con
tribute another article to those which (as we have admitted)
make thin reading. We have to report,along with some
critical comments, the concrete details of an inductive study
of school errors in spoken English-a study made during the
summer of 1914 in a practicum conducted by Professors
M. B. Hillegas and Ernest Horn of Teachers College.

In the discussions preliminary to the investigation it seemed
to us that the problems of corrective English were in series
about as follows: first, to know what errors occur and their
frequency; second, to rank or group them somehow with
reference to their importance; thereafter, to find out what
they mean, how they arise, and the like; and finally, to devise
effective methods of recommending the better expressions,
eliminating the causes of unsatisfactory expression, building
up a technique, and so on. In the present report, though we
obviously have not completed even the first task, we venture
here and there a little into each of the other assignments.

The shortness of the time and the difficulty of observing
typical class work in the summer made it necessary to use
stenographic reports on file at the Speyer School. The data
collected are therefore open to certain suspicions of error,
chiefly, however, in way of deficits. For example, subsequent
check-observations of recitations made it clear that in spite
of the stenographer's belief that her reports were absolutely
faithful she had edited" They wuz" (writing" There was")
a considerable number of times. Aside from this, the nature
of our source of material removed from observation a class
of errors which in point of prevalence should be recognized as
the most important: namely, mispronunciation. The further
possibility that the stenographer contributed errors of her own
to the reports was considered. It does not seem likely that
she did, since examples of her own spontaneous writing, which
by chance were available, contained almost no errors,-none
at all of the fundamental ones that recur in the reports of the
pupils' recitations. This is significant, in view of the fact that
nothing in the world is harder than for one who uses good
English to remember or invent the phrasing of bad English,
especially of incoherent sentences.

It should further be apparent at the outset that collecting
spoken errors from stenographic reports must frequently be
subject to the inaccuracies of personal judgment. In not a
few instances it was necessary for us to formulate our own
guidance. Reasons for this will be still clearer when it is
realized that manuals of usage exemplify their principles
mainly by excerpts from literature, rarely from colloquial
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324 ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

English, and still more rarely from the English of young peo
ple. The principles that one applies ought not to be left
wholly implicit; briefly, therefore, we present certain consid
erations that bear upon such decisions as were made during
the gathering of these data.

1. Oral English must be tried before (not a lower but) a
different bar from that appropriate for written English. Ex
tenuating circumstances must always be admitted. 'When the
spoken words of pupils are written down the judgment is
further complicated. It must be remembered that the bad
appearance of sentences is not conclusive evidence against
them. Their sound must testify also, with- all the advantage
that the counsel of punctuation can provide; for the exigencies
of even oral composition (which is prepared for deliberately)
demand that the speaker have somewhat greater freedom from
prescription than the writer. Much more so in impromptu
speaking (as in most recitations, in most class discussions, and
in all conversation) must there be opportunity for freedom.
There will be thinking of course, and with it reconstructions
of attitudes; there will often be emotional stress, and with
it a measure of headlongness; and the very effort to speak
truly will often be detrimental to the form of the expression.
Therefore, sentences must be heard as well as seen, in order
that rough first drafts in process of revision not be measured
by the standards of finished products. There is no closet for
the revision of oral language. It must have freedom. Con
sequently its merits are not precisely those of written language.

This doctrine is as yet rather a matter of social practice
than of academic theory, except among a few eminent teach
ers of English and in a few departments of education. The
principles are capable of illustration, however, which without
exhibiting the variety of the demands will make clear their
dominance. When a pupil in the eighth grade says, "In my
opinion John should cut it out," by the quality of his sentence
he has for all reasonable people quoted the slang as effec
tively as is the custom to do by furtive smile or facetious
intonation. When another says ironically of her class-mate's
sentence (intended as an improvement of her own effort at
phrasing), "I don't think that's such a grand expression
either," she is of course well within the bounds kept by people
of taste and education. The same judgment should hold in,
"That's what I should call fancy." Note even the sentence,
"After they worshipped the Horse God. and the Dog God
I didn't understand the rest." By the help of context, which
is never lacking, we may approach the oral rendering thus:
"After the sentence, 'They worshipped the Horse God and
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ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH 325

the Dog God,'-I didn't understand the rest." The sentence
is clumsy, ill-adapted to its end; but it is not incoherent, even
to the eye. In brief, in the case of slang and" impropriety,"
and to a certain extent also in incoherence, the governing
principle is simply Portia's "How many things by season
seasoned are .!" How far we shall adopt in theory
the view sanctioned in practice, that it is only reprehensible
not to be aware of our "bad" English, may be a proper
question, but to it no definite answer can be given. Here and
there we may certainly limit its application with young people.
We shall, however, only be accustoming them to recognize
their lawful occasions.

2. Further, not only is a certain latitude to be accorded
amiably to oral expression in general, but also to young pupils'
groping for expression a large amount of charity is eminently
appropriate. Fatal though the (( loose and" is to consecu
tiveness and organization, yet the fact remains that the tech
nique of subordination (still a problem in high school) is too
difficult to be mastered early. It may even be said that the
" loose and" belongs to very young people everywhere. Like
baby clothes it should be laid aside eventually-but just when?
And what helps should teachers give in the rehabilitation?
Perhaps, for example, The Gingerbread Boy and other stories
built on the "loose and" are not absolutely indispensable to
the English work of the lower grades. At any rate, in view
of all this it is probably true that I have checked this mode
of expression oftener than is fair in the first four grades.

3. Again, the checking of errors demanded that two stand
ards be constantly in use: one looking toward the function of
language (clear expression, the logic of the sentence); the
other looking toward social feeling about ways of expressing
clear ideas (idiom, taste, usage). A balance could not always
be struck. A careful user of shall and will for instance, feels
that in the interchanging of these verbs there is real confusion;
but the majority of educated Americans (including teachers
of English everywhere) have no such feeling when speaking
and only occasionally when writing. Social practice, even
that of our best speakers, is accordingly against him who
insists that the interchanging of these verbs is an error. At
all events nothing can be said in favor of teaching a rule
that the teachers do not follow. Nevertheless, for the sake
of not seeming to overlook a " common error" we have religi
ously checked the instances in which, as a matter of taste,
we should have used the word not preferred by the speaker.

Likewise, partly as a matter of curiosity, we have checked
up the very frequent use of you as an impersonal pronoun.
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326 ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

Few manuals of usage pay much heed to this employment of
you. It is apparently regarded as a rare usage, and examples
from Longfellow (Outre-Mer) and Emerson (Essays) are
cherished alongside the aphoristic " You can't make a whistle
out of a pig's tai1." But in children's exposition, in their
expression of opinion, and especially in their talk of matters
of taste or expediency (as in Industrial Arts, for instance),
the impersonal you becomes first obtrusively frequent and in
the end ludicrously ambiguous. The ambiguity, however, is
only theoretic; no one ever misunderstands. And the usage
is thoroughly reputable. If it were not open to suspicion
on other grounds than those of variety we should not be
justified in listing it here.

With so much by way of qualification we present a table
of frequency of errors with rough indication of the relative
importance of separate items.

TABLE I

ANALYSIS OF ORAL ERRORS OF CHILDREN IN SPEYER SCHOOL

Frequency and Distribution of Errors

Grade .••••.••.•.••.•.• I II III IV V VI VII VIII Total

Pages examined••.•.•..• 74 41 38 44 198 169 318 160 1042

Sentence Structure
Incoherence-

Loose and ...• 83 202 84 30 254 265 131 152 1207
From per page .. 1.12 4.9 2.2 .68 .77 1.6 .41 .95

misuse or
connec- Because chain 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 10 11

tives per page ..

Irrelevant so•. 3 1 4 0 1 6 2 5 22
per page .. .04 .025 .08 .0 .003 .036 .009 .01

Incoherence from other
causes .............. . 5 10 5 8 15 33 39 50 165
per page ••........... .06 .24 .13 .18 .07 .20 .1.2 .31

Lack of logical conform-
ity between subject
and predicate••....... 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 13
per page .............

Total errors ............................................................ 1415

Pronouns
Vague it ............... 0 28 2 0 19 52 37 22 150

per page •............ 0 .68 .06 .00 .096 .308 .11 .13

Ambiguous reference. ... 1 28 2 1 9 6 39 31 117
per page ••........... .013 .68 .05 .02 .045 .03 .12 .19

Antecedent blunder..... 0 5 1 0 5 2 9 34 56
per page ............. 0 .12 .026 .00 .02 .01 .02 .31

0 5 0 0 0 11 0 1 17

Cases .................. 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 6
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ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH 327
Confusion of-

what, how, why....... 0 0 0 0 1 2 0
who, which........... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

r'Impersonal you" ••••..• 46 16 20 13 37 41 136

o 3
o 1

261 625

Total errors.. . . • • . • •• • • • • . • . • . . . • . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . • . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . 875

Adjec/i.es--ad.erb3
Grade................. I II III IV V VI VII VIn Total
Nice ................... 0 4 0 2 7 0 1 19 27
Good-well............. 0 6 0 0 5 0 3 11 25
That-so............... 2 2 0 0 1 3 1 4 13
Awful .................. 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 6 12
Vague. too•••...•..••.• 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 8 11
Fancy................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6
Most, almost•••..••.•.. 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 5
Comparison•........•.. 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 3
Somewhere. someplace •• 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 3--

Total errors........................................................ 105

Dthe: connecli.e3
Like-e-as............... 0 4 1 2 4 6 3 3 23

per pate.........•... .00 .09 .06 .04 .01 .36 .009 .01 12
If-whet er ............ 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 9 12
Than...............•.• 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 3
But. ........•.••.....• 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3
~thOu!1h ............. , 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

here (10 definition) •..• 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2

Total errors•••....••••.•....•.••..••..........•..•........... ~ •........ 45

Total errors ..

Preposition«
(idioms mainly)

Grade ..
In-into•.....•....•.••
Superfluous in, on •••••..
Of-in .
To-at .
In-on ..
Without, except•.•••••••

I
o
o
o
o
o
o

II
2
o
o
2
o
o

III
2
o
.0
o
o
o

IV
1
2
o
o
o
o

V
o
o
2
o
1
o

VI
1
o
o
o
o
o

VII
2
2
2
o
o
1

VIII Total
o 8
1 5
o 4
o 2
o 1
o 1

21

Mi3cellaneou3
Lot.................... 3 0 0 3 11 22 0 0 39
Kind of a}
Sort of a ............ 3 2 0 1 10 4 5 5 30
Much of a
Like phrases............ 1 0 0 1 4 55 0 1 11

{hUmming}Kind of whistling .•.. 1 1 0 0 3 0 1 6
laughing

Total errors.•••••.••..•.•....•......................................... 86

Table I should be read as follows. In grade I seventy
four pages were examined. In these pages sentence structure
was incoherent because of the presence of the loose and
eighty-three times at the rate of 1.12 occurrences a page, etc.

TABLE II
SUMMARIZES TABLE I

Summary-
Total pages of stenographic reports examined. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1040
Total errors noticed........ .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 2841

Di3/ribu/ion-
1. Sentence structure•.•••............ , .. . . .• . . . . .. . . . . •• •. .. . . •. •. •• •• 1415
2. Pronouns (including impersonal you) •• •. • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • 875
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328 ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

3. Verbs..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 294
4. Adjective-adverb , . . . . 105
5. Connectives (other)..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
6. Prepositions........................................................ 21

7. Miscellanous..................................................... 86

Total. •................. " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2841

Table II should be read as follows: in a total of 1,040 pages,
2,841 errors were noticed. Of these 1,415 were in sentence
structure.

Probably the most significant contribution of this study is
the silent commentary which it makes upon the work of
schools in their effort to improve the quality of children's
speech, though it should also have a certain interest in com
parison with the results obtained in other attempts to deter
mine the actual nature of children's speech.

III

Illustrations and Comments

For the sake of concreteness we here illustrate the more
fundamental errors. In a few cases it has seemed worth while
to make some comment.

1. The loose and: Only careful experiment will make cer
tain what the meaning of the error is and how best to correct
it. VI/e have suggested above in a sort of preterition that it
arises in the necessities of the mental mechanism whereby the
learner tends in every situation to form the easiest bonds first,'
and so long as these will approximately serve his ends, to shirk
the more consummate but vastly more difficult bonds. (Thorn
dike: Educational Psychology, Vol. II, pp. 261-284.) It
may be simpler, though it is somehow less satisfactory, to
say that

a. Possibly the pupils' sentence sense is not sharp.
b. Probably ideals of clearness have not had sufficient basis

in explicit analysis for principles: i. e., class work often has
mainly factual aims, and consequently principles (technique
of subordination) have been only implicit. The habit of
organization, if established in written work, has not sufficiently
even for the grades carried over into oral recitations. The
fault suggests on the whole a lack of familiarity with the
function of various subordinating words.

c. The paragraph idea has possibly not been given much
play.

The elimination of the fault might demand
a. Practice designed to sharpen the sentence sense.
b. Class inspection of ineffectual "run on" constructions.

with practice in their reconstruction.
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ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH 329

c. The formulation of some principles or the tabulation of
some resources for the difficulty; for example, the temporary
taboo of and might be helpful. (Thorndike op. cit.)

d. Avoidance of questions so framed as to encourage
enumerative answers.

EXAMPLES OF THE LOOSE AND

First Grade
Typical Oral Composition

"There were three pigs, a mother pig and a father pig and two little
pigs and they went out to see their grandmother and their grandmother
lived over in the woods across the way and then the little piggy went
over to see her and when he came back their mother was out and they
didn't know what to do and he said: 'I will go and see if I can look
in the window,' and one little piggy said: • I will look in the dining
room;' so one little piggy, etc., etc.," (seventeen more lines!).

Second Grade
Nature Study

" Sometimes the birds get the seeds on their feet from the mud when
they are carrying little straws and the birds drop them on the ground
and the wind blows them away and then when the rain hits it it washes
the little seed down a little hole and it is planted.

Third Grade
Industrial Arts

.. We first had a big sheet of paper and we took off the paper on
which we had drawn our bowls and we measured how far we had our
border and we put the lines on the paper like that and then we put,
etc., etc."

Fourth Grade
Geography

.. He was used to their kind of ways and was used to the kind of
things they did and the way they dressed and he saw here great big
buildings and different things and it wasn't like he was at home."

Fifth Grade
Geography

.. The granite is found in the New England States. In the New Eng
land States they have great mountains of it and they found it is too
hard to mine if it is in great masses and the quarries are near cities
or water so it can be more easily transferred."

Sixth Grade

. History
"I saw them changing their money and I saw a man put a mark on

their shoulders if there was something the matter with their eyes and
when they were changing their money some of them had only a little
bit and some had a whole lot."

3
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330 ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

Seventh Grade
History

.. The children are very respectful in Japan and it is a disgrace to
have bad children and the children honor their parents."

Eighth Grade
Various Classes

.. I know one day I was going to school and I saw a blind man who
wanted to go across the street and there were boys and men there and
he said: 'Will anybody please help me?' and I took his arm and
helped him across and I think I did perfectly right."

.. A little while ago The Globe had a rummage day and you can send
a p,0stal and they go to the house and get them."

, The land isn't as large as California and only fifteen percent of the
land can produce food and they have to go outside for their food and
when they annexed Korea they got more food."

2. The Irrelevant So, and the Because Chain: Much of
what we said of the preceding fault is also applicable here,
though the error seems fundamentally more serious.

EXAMPLES OF THE Irrelevant So
Eighth Grade

Geography, Industrial Arts, etc .
.. Find out the kind of life they lead and how patriotic they are so

they could beat Russia."
.. I have another hat I wear for good and when I bought it I was

thinking of changing it, so I always get a plain hat."
.. If factories made everything out of lead the people wouldn't buy

it; so they make more money if they make things of iron and steel.
because the people will buy them."

EXAMPLES OF THE Because Chain
.. You can have a plain tailored hat for Sunday just as you can for

week days, because I think black is a good color to wear with a tailored
hat because you can wear that with any dress."

.. I think the location, because if you don't know the location you
won't know about anything else, because when the exports come around
if you don't know where Europe is you won't know which way they
have to send their ships when they are going to different countries
because if you don't know where they are you can't trace anything."

3. Incoherence not due to misuse of connectives: It will
be sufficiently evident that many elements of a situation may
contribute to unsatisfactory expression. Some of these we
may indicate briefly in passing.

Teacher:
Pupil:

EXAMPLES

Second Grade
Groping for Expression

.. How do you know when a story can be dramatized? "

.. You can play it ......... things ........ you can make
believe; and things can be played.
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ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

Sixth Grade
Heated Expostulation

.. They say about schools, but what are schools for? ,.

331

Seventh Grade
Heat, groping, and cool blundering

.. When Frances said about some people who don't like what they are
doing, I don't think there are many people in New York who like
their business."

.. If a dress looks ~ood-if a girl wears a dress, say a checked dress,
I am sure it (a plaid ribbon) would look as good on her hat as it
would 011 her dress."

.. One thing we found out was the reason why Japan beat Russia
was because they kept their camps and their cells and their sanitary
conditions."

Eighth Grade
Too-common Errors

.. If we wanted to attract attention to ourselves at all it would be
just the way we acted,"

.. If they go to high school, if they were a girl they could go to
Wadleigh; but they cut out the secret societies; but ther have other
clubs. and the boy could join a society at his high school.'

General
Other Common Errors

.. Put it on the side the paint isn't."

.. Your question wasn't only money,"

.. Besides carrying babies on their back there are no beasts of burden
in Japan,"

4. Shall-will, should-would: We have already in passing
spoken of the interchanging of these verbs. Little further
need be said, unless we should present a bibliography of the
other-worldly articles upon this matter that have been con
sistently disregarded up to the present time by those who de
termine the customs that we follow. There is a sort of
admirable consecration or devotion exemplified in the attitude
of those who scrupulously continue to make the fine distinc
tions (in subordinate clauses and in indirect discourse) that
perforce must be lost upon a decadent world. So long as they
do it as a matter of habit or with (so to speak) their super
fluous energy no one has any business to commiserate them.
Do not some play golf, whilst others, having a garden in their
back yard think themselves happier? "How many things
by season seasoned are! "

It may still, however, not be amiss to point out that the
bulk of the "confusion" is in the past tenses. Here we
approach a form of expression which we think is open to
objection on other than puristic grounds.
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332 ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

EXAMPLES

" If we would say we would take people too old to work we
would have to keep them in the poor house."

"I would think they would manufacture."
"I wouldn't like to go to a dance that you don't have to pay."
"I think I would rather study their education first."
" We won't need to know about that."
"I hope we won't make that mistake."
"I will have to do it this way."

5. The False Conditional (would be=is, etc.): Apparently
related adventitiously to the should-would mixup is a con
struction which we think is vicious. We lower our guard
here, and with great vim set down the full measure of our
aversion to it-resolutely disregarding the weak feeling that
since in the main only theoretic confusion results from its
wide employment, to object to it is captious. Some of the
closest thinkers we know (in philosophy and psychology) are,
together with those who constitute the bulk of their readers,
not disturbed by it. As the type of the construction we offer
the sentence: "Twenty-five per cent of $1,000 would be
$250," and insist that the would-be habit is worse than it
sounds. Fundamentally it is an evasion of responsibility:
the responsibility for positive declaration, the obligation to
have an opinion upon obvious matters.

Probably there is something in the relations of teacher and
pupil that fosters the construction. Occasionally in the higher
schools one sees evidence of its being consciously chosen for
the specific purpose that it best serves. In the lower schools
it often appears to be an indication of the pupil's lack of real
interest in the occupation of the moment. In any event it
gives (me) the impression of insidious doubt about the reality
of subject matter; of confirmed defensiveness in a game.

Manuals of usage almost ignore it. Hodgson (Errors in
the Use of English; Appleton) is the only one I have exam
ined who mentions it. He gives a single example. Colloquial
English, however, furnishes many illustrations, some patent,
others not readily separable from the should-would tangle.
It is quite possible that (being under a certain momentum of
aversion) I may sometimes, though I think not, have classi
fied doubtful cases in the' wrong category. The stenographic
reports of Speyer furnish relatively (if our casual impression
from observation of other schools is nearly fair) few exam
ples and these (all things considered) not glaring.

In general the fault is easily dealt with, by simply making
the pupil conscious of it. The judicious interpolation of a
brief question: "If?" "Under what condition?" "Why isn't
it?" or the like, will serve.
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ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH 333

EXAMPLES

"The language of the Americans would be different" (from that of
the Greeks).

"They would not have as good art here" (as they have in Greece).
" The thought (of this sentence) would be: After the man has, etc."
"Symbolism would be the explanation of what that (a scene in a

play) means."
"In here (a book) it shows all the things these immigrants took

when they came over. That (the data referred to) would show that
some were skilled."

"That (legislation) would be a function of the government."
We may (with some, but not much, unfairness) mass a number of

questions illustrating (among other things) what seems to us to be one
provocative of the mode of expression that we have just deprecated.

"What would you say that a boy's work is?"
"Why would some of the cheaper pieces of meat be indigestible?"
"What would be the way of deciding what things would go well

together? "
"What would be some of the undesirable things in cheap cuts of

meat? "
"What would these items refer to?"
"How many (i.e., what percent of a given number?) people wi1l this

ooסס18 be?"
"What would you call a good breed of cattle?"
"Would that information be important?"
"What would be another topic under this?"
"What would be the thought in this line?" (See answer above.)
"What would you say the problem was?" (i.e., What is the prob-

lem?). '
"What would be your object in asking: • Are you going back to

Greece?' "
"What would be your criticism on this story?"
"Let us hear what you think would be the next point."
"Would you need a topic to include this? "

6. iI Like" phrases: Here we may let our illustrations speak
for themselves. Those who with us mildly disapprove of this
peculiarity may be interested to note the considerable variety
of the modes of attack that are concentrated in this one form.
We here invent the teacher's question, not having been
thoughtful enough to take down both question and answer.

EXAMPLES

Teacher: "How could this be shown?"
Pupil: "Like in public school-once they had a piece of cloth

with a hole in it and they darned it."
Teacher: "What brings the immigrants here?"
Pupil: " Like if they wanted to fly from prison-they would come

here."
"Like yesterday-we etc."
"Like in Hawaii-the Japanese etc."
"Like giving presents at Christmas time-you etc."

7. The impersonal you: A thoroughly reputable usage may
become obnoxious through monotonous repetition. The im-
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334 ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

Teacher:
Pupil :
Teacher:
Pupil:

personal you is surely overworked in most schools. It is not
always the best approach to predication. Study of the context
raises in many cases a presumption in favor of the view that
continual recourse to the impersonal you, especially as an
opening word, marks a wrong approach to predication, a lack
of directness, lack of impersonal seizure of the point at issue,
lack of grasp of the means of sentence variety. But here
again we have to curb the artist petulance over the chasm
between what is and what ought to be. This use of the im
personal you is peculiarly the child's way. The technique of
expression is mastered slowly. The degree of grasp of it
that can properly be sought in a given grade is not surely
known. Teachers (far beyond the elementary school) have
not put aside the childish method. Their questions are un
consciously so framed as to encourage its use.

By' way of illustration we use some bits of dialogue.
Teacher: "Another reason for knowing how to darn stockings."
Pupil: "You don't look nice with holes in your stockings. It

shows your character."
Teacher: "Anything else about stockings?"
Pupil: "I don't like white stockings 011 a big fat person. They

make your legs look too big."
"What else?"
"Your stockings should not be so thin."
" Anything further in regard to clothes?"
"You should not wear too much jewelry."
"I should think you would change your stockings twice

or three times a week."
Teacher: " Anything further in regard to keeping clean?"
Pupil; "I don't think you should put special stress on that (i.e.,

hands and face) because you see a lot of girls whose
face and hands are clean but if you ever looked at
the back of their neck, it is black."

Teacher: "What else?"
Pupil: "You should wash your hair often."

"You should keep your hair neat."
" If you have very light hair I don't think you would look

good in light colors."

IV

Cruciality Ranking of Errors
In all work in corrective English two standards are involved

and overlap. Such errors in sentence structure or choice of
words as thwart meaning seem to many to be of much greater
importance than violations of good usage. On the whole,
however, (such at least is the impression I have gained from
supervision) it is fairly certain that much more attention is
given to the latter sort, the stock aversions, than to the former
which I have elsewhere called the unconventional errors.
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ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH 335

For the sake, however roughly and inaccurately, of comparing
the values of the two classes of faults, I have in the columns
below ranked the main errors dealt with in this report. In
column I, I exhibit the impressions I have gained of the
emphasis commonly laid in corrective English in the elementary
school. In column II, I arrange what seemed to me to be the
more serious errors roughly in the order, as I see it, of their
importance.

I II

Usage, taste, diction
10. Slang (including awful,

etc.).
9. Automatisms (now, well,

etc.).
8. Case, number, person, etc.
7. Ambiguous reference
6. Like for as, as if, etc.
S. In for into
4. Without for except
3. Different than: differellt

from
2. Because, so, but
1. And

Sentence structure, meaning
10. Incoherence (not thru

misuse of connectives)
9. Incoherence (thru misuse

of connectives)
8. False conditionals
7. Lack of logical conform

ity (chiefly in defini
tions)

6. Ambiguous reference
5. Tense attraction
4. Misuse of prepositions
3. Different than: different

from
2. Omission of auxiliary
1. Participle for verb

Multiplying the number of errors of a given kind by the number rep
resenting the position in the column of the error in question we get a
rough comparison of relative values. Thus:
10. Slang: 60 x 10=600
g. Automatisms: negli

gible
6. Like for as, etc.:

23 x 6=138.
10. Incoherence (see above) . 165 x 10=1650
9. Incoherence (connectives): 1240 x 9=11160
6. Ambiguous reference:

117 x 6=702.

By this device we make it appear that incoherence is to
slang as 1,650 is to 600 and so on. It is too bad that this does
not settle the matter. Who knows what the relation might
be in a comparison made by somebody knowing ten times as
much about the matter as I do? It is useless to speculate over
these data. They add only one bit of concreteness to the gen
eral counsel of Educational Sociology (as voiced in the bril-
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336 ERRORS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

liant lectures of Henry Suzzallo) : namely, that though schools
must always idealize social practice somewhat, they neverthe
less must constantly take their cue therefrom. It would evi
dently be futile in Speyer to teach from (say) the Kansas
City list of errors. It is extremely unlikely that (whatever
their causes) the divergences of these lists are exceptional.
The place to find out what to do in corrective English is
not in the printed lists of composition books and compiled
courses of study and inventories like this and other incom
plete ones made by other people of unknown biases. In ad
vance of investigation, no one (to be as dogmatic as the teacher
I quote) "knows what are the common errors" in his own
school. Beyond this, English may follow the cue to relevance
by more tolerantly consulting social practice for wholesome
standards. What this would mean can essentially be gathered
from consideration of, say, Professor Krapp's scholarly treat
ise (Modem English, Its Growth and Present Use, Scribner's)
and the numerous essays of Professor Lounsbury.
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